THE POWER TO MOVE WITH YOU

YOU’VE GOTTA STAND FOR SOMETHING

It’s time to adjust to the ups and downs of office life. Embrace the new workday and a healthier work style with Coordinate height-adjustable two-leg or three-leg bases. Because you can’t always take things sitting down.

Inspired by HON color palette City Lights.
GIVE THE ENTIRE OFFICE A RAISE

Talk about employee perks. Transform any worksurface into sit-to-stand with our 2- or 3-stage bases that promote healthy postures and improved focus while boosting morale. The big bonus? Its ability to support settings ranging from open and private offices to meeting spaces.

A. RISE TO THE OCCASION
Perfect for those executives who want to stay active, but are too busy to hit the gym at lunch.

B. WINNING TOUCHDOWN SPACES
Come on now, even nomads deserve a healthy place to squat between meetings.

C. BREAK OUT, UP OR DOWN
Invite movement to every breakout space and watch fresh ideas come to life.
BENDING TO YOUR WILL

Built-in flexibility better than a yoga pose. Coordinate rectangle or corner cove surfaces come in a variety of sizes to fit anywhere. Optional features like casters and wire management add mobility, convenience, and tech support that’s useful by any stretch.

A. CHANGE OF PACE
Add variety to your work life with a 2-leg base with a rectangle worksurface or a 3-leg base with a corner cove worksurface that ranges from 24" to 47 1/4" H.

B-C. EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS
Spread out or stay in. It’s your call. Coordinate bases work with 24" to 30" D and 48" to 72" W worksurfaces. And did we mention no additional pieces are needed for installation? Hooray!

D. COMMAND CENTRAL
Optional memory control with digital display remembers up to four preset levels so you never lose that favorite spot.

E-F. POWER TRIP
Bring power to the people and hide those messy cables.

G-I. COMMITMENT ISSUES
So you want height adjustability but love your desk? No worries. Coordinate desktop units transform any desk into a sit-to-stand workstation in minutes.